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Inside this edition: Pg.   Here at the Farmshed Economics team, our passion for farming is only 
matched only by our passion for sport.  And with the Rio Olympics kicking off 
on 5 August, this month we’ve sprinkled the odd sporting pun or metaphor 
into our commentary.  Go for gold New Zealand!     

The Kiwifruit industry has struck gold both literally and metaphorically. June 
year kiwifruit export values set a new record high of $1.7 billion.  Moreover, a 
record 31,000 trays of gold kiwifruit were exported over the June quarter. 

In line with the Olympic theme, beef comfortably claims the silver medal.  
Prices remain very high, although back from this time last year. 

Lamb prices are also tentatively back in the game.  After taking a hit from the 
strong NZD and Brexit-related uncertainty, prices have started to nudge higher 
as they normally do at this time of the year. 

In Olympic parlance, dairy is out of contention for a medal.  But as we have 
long maintained, dairy likely to contend for medals at future Olympics.  In other 
words, we continue to view dairy’s long-run prospects as positive.  D-day is 
approaching, however, for our 2016/17 milk price forecast.  For now though, 
we stick with our $6.00/kg forecast, but note weakening production needs to 
translate into material price rises over coming months for this forecast to hold. 

After lagging the Central Bank pack this year, the RBNZ is making a late run.  
This month it signalled that it is prepared to cut interest rates from 2.25% 
currently to below 2%.  For us, we expect that means Official Cash Rate (OCR) 
cuts in August and November.  
For a while, the NZD was leading the currency charge.  Between the time of last 
edition of Farmshed Economics and the middle of June, the NZD had added 
around three cents against the USD and four pence against the Pound. 
Thankfully for farmers, for now the NZD has handed over the baton to other 
currencies.  In particular global politics have settled for now, with the UK 
deciding on a new PM, for example. 
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Key Rural Data: Chart of the Month: 

As at 22 July 2016 Current 4 wks  ago Year ago Outlook*

Rural Commodity Prices:

ASB Dairy Price Index (USD) 137.6 136.5 132.4 

Lamb Price Index (NZD) 171.9 170.0 172.3 

Beef Price Index (NZD) 262.8 262.8 285.7 

Interest Rates:

90-day bank bi l l s 2.31 2.33 3.06 

2 year swap 2.09 2.23 2.94 

5 year swap 2.18 2.36 3.24 

Exchange Rates:

NZD/USD 0.6998 0.7134 0.6513 

NZD/CNY 4.67 4.72 4.04 

NZD/GBP 0.5337 0.5215 0.4173 

Milk sol ids  production (ytd % chg]** -0.7 -1.5 11.7 

Fonterra  Shareholders ' Fund 5.55 5.39 4.65 

Kiwi frui t Export Va lues , June year ($m) 1,669 N/A 1,182.0   
*Direction of change over the next 6 months. **As at June 2016.  
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? 
Rural Fact or Fiction? 
Brazil’s coffee is world famous.  But interestingly in 2011, Brazil was also the world’s leading exporter of sugar, 
orange juice, soy and poultry.                                                                                                                            Answer on page 3 
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Rural Commodities Outlook 

Dairy – Looking to Tokyo ASB Dairy Index (USD), 22 July: 137.6 0.8% (mpc) 

In Olympic parlance, dairy is out of contention for a medal.  But as we have 
long maintained, dairy is likely to contend for medals at future Olympics.  
In other words, we continue to view dairy’s long-run prospects as positive. 

Turning to recent market developments, Brexit has proved a temporary 
distraction, with dairy prices largely unchanged since the Brexit vote.  As a 
result, we expect dairy fundamentals – supply and demand – to drive dairy 
prices from here. 

Indeed over this season, our view is that tightening global dairy supply will 
be the key market driver of higher global prices. 

Recent production data support this view.  Locally, weak production 
continues, with June production 0.7% lower than June 2015.  And based on 
heavy slaughtering, we expect a 5% decline for the season as a whole.  
Meanwhile, the trend in EU production is down, reflecting the reality of 
very low milk prices and farm losses.   

D-day is approaching, however, for our 2016/17 milk price forecast.  In 
particular, auction volumes on offer peak for the season over the next 
three months or so. For now though, we stick with our $6.00/kg forecast, 
but note weakening production needs to translate into material price rises 
over coming months for this forecast to hold. 

Season End Milk Price Forecasts: 
2015/16 2016/17 Long Run

Fonterra/ASB Fonterra ASB ASB
Milk Price* $3.90 $4.25 $6.00 $6.50-$7.00
* per kg of milk solids (excluding dividend).   
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Lamb – Back in the game Lamb Index (NZD), 22 July 171.9 1.2% (mpc) 

Lamb prices are tentatively back in the game.  After taking a hit from the 
strong NZD and Brexit-related uncertainty, prices have started to nudge 
higher as they normally do at this time of the year. 

For a start, Chinese demand is giving prices a boost.  As we mentioned back 
in May, lower Chinese slaughter rates and thus less Chinese supply is 
seeing Chinese buyers turn to NZ to fill the gap.  The lift in mutton and 
lamb flaps prices support this view.  In addition, Middle East demand has 
improved, providing further price support.   

Meanwhile, tight local supply is also underpinning prices.  We expect this 
tightness to continue, and for this underpinning to remain in place over the 
remainder of the year. 

The bigger question for lamb prices remains over how the impact on UK 
demand plays out over this spring.  We suspect that the price recovery is 
likely to eventually run out of steam, capping prices below $6/kg.   3
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Beef – Silver medal Beef Index (NZD), 22 July:  262.8  0.0% (mpc) 

In line with the Olympic theme, beef comfortably claims the silver medal.  
Prices remain very high, although back from this time last year. 

For now lack of supply is keeping prices high.  In particular, Australian beef 
production has slowed as the Australian beef herd rebuilds.  Moreover, the 
rebuilding is likely to continue over the rest of this year and into 2017.  In 
addition, NZ supply is also relatively tight, supporting prices further.  

Meanwhile, demand is steady.  US beef buyers have been fairly active of 
late, while Chinese and Korean demand remains firm (after allowing for 
seasonal effects).            

All up, we expect beef prices to remain firm around current levels over the 
next six months.  If anything, prices have the potential to spike before the 
end of the year.  Heading into 2017, we expect prices to moderate, but to 
remain high by historical standards. 
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Rural Commodities Outlook (continued) 

Kiwifruit – Kiwi Gold 2016 June Year Export Values:  $1,669m  41.2% (aapc) 

The Kiwifruit industry has struck gold both literally and metaphorically. 
June year kiwifruit export values set a new record high of $1.7 billion (up 
$487m or 41% from the June 2015 year).   

Moreover, the recovery from Psa is complete.  Nearly 31,000 trays of gold 
kiwifruit were exported over the June quarter, and that’s a new record!  In 
fact, it’s nearly 70% more than the pre-Psa levels.   

Meanwhile, all of the main markets have posted gains, with the US and 
Chinese markets doubling over the year.  But also traditional markets are 
strong, with Japan and the EU posting circa 70% annual growth. 

Green kiwifruit exports are also firm.  On the green front, prices are good 
(up 12% for the year), with annual tray exports largely unchanged.   

So all up a boomer year to June for kiwifruit.  And that is set to continue for 
the remainder of the shipping season.  We caution, however, that this 
growth will eventually slow, but that’s most likely an issue for next season.   
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Financial Markets Outlook 

Interest Rates – Reserve Bank makes a late run 90-day bank bills, 22 July: 2.31%  -0.02 (mc) 

After lagging the Central Bank pack this year, the RBNZ is making a late run.  
This month it signalled that it is prepared to cut interest rates from 2.25% 
currently to below 2%.  For us, we expect that means Official Cash Rate 
(OCR) cuts in August and November.  
For much of this year, the hot housing market had tied the Reserve Bank’s 
interest rate hands.  But on 19 July, the Reserve Bank moved to tighten 
loan-to-value restriction to both investors and owner-occupiers, thus giving 
it room to move on interest rates. 
While the Reserve Bank has yet to cut rates, on 21 July it signalled cuts are 
almost certainly on their way.  In particular, the Reserve Bank noted that 
the current strength of the exchange rate was making “it difficult for the 
Bank to meet its inflation objective.” 
This is good news for farmers as markets then moved to price in interest 
rate cuts.  Although, floating rates won’t fall until the Reserve Bank cuts 
the OCR.  On this basis, already low interest rates are heading lower. 
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NZ Dollar – Baton handover NZD/USD, 22 July:  0.6998  -0.0136 (mc) 

For a while, the NZD was leading the currency pack.  Between the time of 
last edition of Farmshed Economics and mid-June, the NZD had added 
around three cents against the USD and four pence against the Pound.  

At that stage, both investors and currency traders liked the look of New 
Zealand, and began to hold NZ dollars in preference to other currencies 
such as the Pound.  Our interest rates were high and our politics were very 
stable, particularly when compared to the UK and to a lesser degree 
Australia and the US. 

Thankfully for farmers for now, the NZD has handed over the baton to 
other currencies.  In particular global politics have settled for now, with the 
UK deciding on a new PM, for example. 

However, the Reserve Bank accounted for most of the NZD’s turnaround.  
By signalling that it is prepared to cut the OCR below 2%, holding NZ dollars 
became a lot less desirable.  From here, we expect the NZD to largely track 
sideways against the most currencies, with the exception of the Pound. 
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? 
Rural Fact or Fiction?  
Answer: Fact! However, don’t forget that Colombian coffee is still the world’s best (my Colombian wife told me to say 
that). 
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Important Disclosures 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We 
are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that 
any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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